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Abstract. We present follow-up spectroscopy to the Calar
Alto Deep Imaging Survey (CADIS), reporting on the quasars
in the CADIS 16 h-field, and including preliminary data from
two other fields. In this 10′ × 10′ field we found six quasars at
redshift z > 2.2 which are brighter than R = 22m, while sur-
face densities determined in previous surveys are reported to
be below one on average. This is the highest reported surface
density of high-redshift quasars within the given limits. We be-
lieve this result to be a consequence of the multicolor database
and the search technique used in CADIS.
Our observations further seem to indicate that the density of
high-redshift quasars is also higher than predicted by the lumi-
nosity function of Warren (1994) by a factor of three, implying
that common search methods have overlooked the majority of
high-redshift quasars at this magnitude level. In particular, an
application of the V/Vmax test to our preliminary list of AGNs
with R < 22m and z < 4 yields 〈V/Vmax〉 = 0.51 ± 0.06,
characterizing our preliminary redshift distribution as flat.
Key words: Methods: data analysis – Techniques: photometric
– Surveys – quasars: general – early universe
1. Introduction
Searches for high-redshift quasars have been undertaken by
many groups using a variety of methods, such as color crite-
ria, the search for emission lines in objective prism spectra or
variability (Warren et al. 1994; Hall et al. 1996; Kennefick et al.
1997; Schneider et al. 1994; Hawkins & Veron 1995). Almost
independent of the method, observed surface densities resulting
from deep surveys down to B ≈ 22 roughly agree (Hartwick
& Schade 1990).
Quasars at redshifts above z = 2.2 have been observed with
typically one quarter of the surface density at lower redshifts
(see review of Hartwick & Shade 1990; Hazard 1990; assorted
contributions within Crampton 1991; Shaver et al. 1996). Since
any conclusion about the development of the luminosity func-
tion of quasars depends on the completeness of the surveys,
there has been a lot of discussion about the completeness of
search methods for high-redshift quasars, which differ from the
methods used at low redshift.
In this paper we present first results for high-redshift
quasars in the Calar Alto Deep Imaging Survey (CADIS),
which is outlined in Sect. 2. Section 3 presents a brief descrip-
tion of our quasar search method and the spectroscopic confir-
mation of our candidates. As discussed in Sect. 4 and 5, CADIS
finds high-redshift quasars with unprecedented completeness
and above the density revealed by previous work.
2. The Calar Alto Deep Imaging Survey
The most prominent motivation for CADIS is a new concept for
finding primeval galaxies (Meisenheimer et al. 1998). CADIS
combines an emission line survey carried out with a Fabry-
Pe´rot interferometer and a deep multicolor survey using three
broadband filters (B, R and K ′) and thirteen medium-band
filters in the wavelength range between 390 nm and 930 nm
when fully completed (see Fig. 1). This combination allows to
adress many pending questions concerning a broad variety of
objects based on the same dataset. We obtain a lot of multi-
color data about faint galactic stars (Phleps et al. 1998; Wolf et
al. 1998) as well as quasars and galaxies over a broad range of
redshift. CADIS is supposed to produce candidates for quasars
and Seyfert galaxies to magnitudes as faint as R = 23m. Also,
the accompanied deep K ′-band survey establishes one of the
largest deep K ′-band galaxy surveys (Huang et al. 1998) and
allows to search for unusually red objects (Thompson et al.
1998).
The nine CADIS fields measure ≈100⊓⊔′ each and are all
located at high Galactic latitude (b ≥ 45◦) in order to avoid
extinction and reddening of object colors. We included the 3 h-
field of the Canadian French Redshift Survey (Hammer et al.
1995) as a “tenth” CADIS field to have spectroscopic results for
one field readily available. Observations are most complete in
the 16 h-field, where CCD photometry in nine bands is almost
finished (see Table 1). Observations are performed with the fo-
cal reducers CAFOS (Calar Alto Faint Object Spectrograph) at
the 2.2-m-telescope and MOSCA (Multi-Object Spectrograph
for Calar Alto) and OMEGAprime (Bizenberger et al. 1998) at
the 3.5-m-telescope at Calar Alto Observatory, Spain.
For photometric calibration, we establish a system of faint
standard stars in the CADIS fields, which are calibrated with
respect to spectrophotometric standards in photometric nights
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Fig. 1. The full CADIS filterset contains three non-standard broadband filters, B, R and K ′ (not shown), and 13 mediumband
filters providing a lot of useful data for multicolor classification. Filters already observed on the 16 h-field are highligthed by
thick lines.
Table 1. Filters observed on the CADIS 16 h-field and used
for object classification. Exposure times are all for the 2.2-m-
telescope. For observations done at the 3.5-m-telescope, we list
the equivalent exposure at the 2.2-m-telescope. The 10σ lim-
iting magnitude is estimated from the magnitude distribution
of those objects with flux errors measured to be roughly 10%.
Some filters need a little more exposure to reach the depth we
aim for, mlim,goal.
λcen/fwhm (nm) texp/sec mlim,10σ mlim,goal
465/10 20000 24.1 23.8
461/113 (B) 6200 24.7 25.1
611/16 11000 23.4 23.4
628/16 23000 23.6 23.4
649/172 (R) 5300 24.1 23.7
752/28 15600 22.9 23.0
815/25 (I) 30700 22.9 22.9
909/31 31600 22.3 22.5
2120/340 (K′) 9000 19.5 19.7
(Oke 1990). This way we have several spectrophotometric
standards within each CADIS exposure providing us with in-
dependence from photometric conditions for regular imaging.
CCD images are reduced such that accurate color measure-
ments are ensured even under conditions of changing seeing.
The reduction procedure is outlined in Ro¨ser & Meisenheimer
(1991). Between all wavebands, the relative calibration is better
than 3% for objects of R = 22m.
3. Finding and probing quasar candidates
3.1. Multicolor classification and redshift estimation
For CADIS we opted for a classification scheme, that essen-
tially compares observed colors of each object with a color li-
brary of known objects assembled from observed spectra by
synthetic photometry performed on our CADIS filter set. The
spectral libraries used as an input were the Gunn & Stryker
(1983) catalogue for stars, the galaxy template spectra from
Kinney et al. (1996), and the QSO template spectrum of Fran-
cis et al. (1991). From this, we generated regular grids of
QSO templates ranging in redshift within 0 < z < 4 and
having various continuum slopes and emission line equivalent
widths. Also, a grid of galaxy templates has been generated for
0 < z < 2, and contains various spectral types from old pop-
ulations to starbursts. We have not attempted to find quasars at
z > 4, yet, since they are believed to be extremely rare and we
were not yet able to model their colors well enough.
Objects are classified by locating them in color space and
comparing the probability for each class to generate the given
measurement. Given the photometric error ellipsoid in the n-
dimensional color space, each library object can be assigned
a probability to cause an observation of the measured colors.
For a whole class, this probability is assumed to be the av-
erage value of the individual class members (Parzen’s Kernel
estimator, 1963). From these probabilities we can derive the
likelihood of each object to belong to the various classes.
Since the galaxy and quasar libraries resemble regular grids
in redshift and spectral type, these parameters can also be es-
timated from the observation. For this purpose, we treat the
library as a statistical ensemble generating the measured colors
and determine expectation values as well as variances for as-
sessing the quality of the estimate. A detailed discussion of the
algorithm and the performance of the classification and redshift
estimation will be given in Wolf (1998).
Up to now, we select quasar candidates on the basis of both
morphological and color criteria, because with the presently
available part of the filterset there is some overlap of low-
redshift galaxies with high-redshift quasars left in our color
space, which scatters a tiny fraction of the true galaxies into the
quasar class. In order to sort out these resolved contaminating
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Fig. 2. The use of many mediumband filters enables us to esti-
mate the redshift of quasars. The performance is best at z > 2.
galaxies, only point sources with colors resembling most likely
those of quasars are considered candidates. We might miss re-
solved low luminosity quasars using this morphological crite-
rion, but simulations tell us that the class ambiguity should be
removed by completion of the entire filterset. Then we should
be able to drop the morphological criterion.
Colors resembling most likely those of quasars means in our
case that an object has been assigned a likelihood of more than
75% to be a member of the quasar class. For each object we
normalized the likelihoods such, that the three object classes
would always add up to 100%. In the 16 h-field we found eight
quasar candidates brighter than R = 22 with z < 4. Although,
the 9 h-field and the 3 h-field data do not have the same depth
and quality yet, they show a similar number of candidates.
3.2. Spectroscopic verification
All quasar candidates on the 16 h-field except one were ob-
served among other objects with the multi-object spectrograph
MOSCA at the 3.5-m-telescope on Calar Alto. These other ob-
jects were galactic stars and galaxies at various redshifts in-
cluding candidates for Seyfert galaxies, which were observed
in order to check the quality of our classification algorithm.
One candidate was observed with longslit spectroscopy at the
2.2-m-telescope on Calar Alto, because its position within the
field did not allow inclusion onto the multi-object masks.
Between July 4, 1997 and July 8, 1997 we exposed three
multi-slit masks for 4000 s, 8000 s and 12000 s, respectively.
Most spectra cover the wavelength range of 4000–9500 A˚ at
12 A˚ resolution given by the slit width of 1.′′75, and some
cover the range of 4800–10000A˚. Generally, the grism G 500
blazed at 5640 A˚ was used, providing a wavelength scale of
2.8 A˚/pixel on a 2k x 2k-Loral CCD with 15µ pixel size.
Quasar 16 h-1610 was left out from the masks and observed
on July 3, 1997 using grism green-200 of CAFOS at the 2.2-m-
telescope with a wavelength coverage of 4000–8500 A˚. The ex-
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Fig. 3. The broad absorption line quasar CADIS 16 h-780 at
redshift 3.72 shows an unusually strong Lyman α-line. This
spectrum is not flux-calibrated and plotted in arbitrary count
units.
posure of 1500 s allowed the identification of three broad emis-
sion lines despite a low S/N ratio for the continuum.
Spectroscopy was carried out for further checks of our clas-
sification procedure also on the CADIS 9 h-field and the 3 h-
field of the Canadian French Redshift Survey (CFRS), which
we had imaged only in a subset of our filters. Between Febru-
ary 26, 1998 and March 3, 1998 we exposed three multi-slit
masks on the 9 h-field for 8000 s, 7500 s and 7500 s, respec-
tively, and one mask on the 3 h-field for 2000 s at an average
airmass of 2.0, using again the G 500 grism of MOSCA and
1.′′5 slits for all of these observations. Object 3 h-238 was ob-
served on February 22, 1998 using grism blue-200 of CAFOS
with a wavelength coverage of 3500–7000A˚ and exposed for
1200 s.
On the CADIS 16 h-field this follow-up spectroscopy con-
firmed all quasar and Seyfert candidates (see Fig. 4). AtR < 22
and z < 4, there are no more quasar candidates left to check.
Due to incomplete data reduction on the other two fields, we
were in spring 1998 only able to check a subset of the can-
didates we identified by now. Eight candidates were observed
and confirmed on the 9 h-field with four of R < 22 being left.
On the 3 h-field three candidates were observed and confirmed
with five being left to check. Two of the remaining candidates
have been observed spectroscopically by the CFRS (Hammer
et al. 1995). One of them turned out to be a quasar at z = 2.07
and the other one a compact galaxy at z = 0.61 — our first
misclassified quasar candidate.
Our redshift estimation yields mostly good results, prefer-
ably at true redshifts of z > 2 (see Fig. 2). We have performed
Monte-Carlo simulations using the model quasars from the li-
brary and diffusing their photometry according to the S/N ratios
achieved in the CADIS filters. We are able to assess complete-
ness levels and the expected quality of the redshift estimates.
The simulations agree very well with the observations, since
they show a lot of redshift confusion for z < 2.5 and accurate
estimates at higher redshift. At lower redshifts the quasar spec-
tra do not display features discriminating sufficiently in our fil-
ters for a successful estimation. At higher redshift, the contin-
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Table 2. Quasars found in the CADIS fields and confirmed by spectroscopy. The blue luminosity MB has been calculated for
H0 = 50 km sec−1 Mpc−1 and q0 = 0.5. For low-z objects, the luminosity is calculated from the far-red photometry, while
for z > 1.1-objects a spectral index is derived from the far-red and K ′-photometry (not available on the 3 h-field). This way,
luminosities can be estimated quite well even for z ≈ 4-objects. The last two quasars from the northern part of the 3 h-field were
identified by the CFRS.
α2000 δ2000 R zmulticolor zspec MB Nr Spectral features identified
16
h
24
m
26.s31 55◦47′49.′′7 20.m11 n.a. 0.47 −21.7 644 Hβ 4861, [O III] 4959, [O III] 5007, Hα 6563
16
h
24
m
09.s41 55◦44′47.′′2 20.m89 0.32± 0.01 1.13 −22.6 2028 C III] 1909, Mg II 2799
16
h
24
m
47.s36 55◦48′38.′′1 22.m35 1.99± 0.10 1.43 −22.2 604 C III] 1909, Mg II 2799
16
h
24
m
24.s15 55◦42′26.′′8 21.m58 2.08± 0.01 1.57 −23.4 429 C III] 1909, C II] 2326, Ne IV 2423, Mg II 2799
16
h
23
m
59.s10 55◦41′08.′′9 21.m53 2.27± 0.02 2.26 −23.8 1610 Si IV+O IV] ∼1400, C IV 1549, C III] 1909
16
h
24
m
21.s19 55◦42′43.′′3 21.m84 2.29± 0.01 2.27 −23.6 1373 Si IV+O IV] ∼1400, C IV 1549, C III] 1909
16
h
24
m
59.s82 55◦42′28.′′1 18.m68 2.41± 0.03 2.41 −26.6 330 Si IV+O IV] ∼1400, C IV 1549, He II 1640, C III] 1909
16
h
24
m
12.s94 55◦44′46.′′8 20.m25 2.80± 0.01 2.80 −24.9 540 Si IV+O IV] ∼1400, C IV 1549, He II 1640, C III] 1909
16
h
24
m
13.s67 55◦48′34.′′8 21.m97 3.38± 0.01 3.36 −24.1 1382 Lyβ+O VI ∼1031, Lyα+N V 1216, C IV 1549
16
h
24
m
48.s86 55◦40′53.′′3 21.m15 3.69± 0.01 3.72 −26.1 780 Lyβ+O VI ∼1031, Lyα+N V 1216, C IV 1549 (BAL)
09
h
13
m
31.s71 46◦07′25.′′9 18.m89 n.a. 0.82 −23.9 104 Mg II 2799, Ne V 3426 (outside 100⊓⊔′ field)
09
h
14
m
13.s86 46◦16′12.′′9 20.m99 1.17± 0.18 1.16 −22.2 1345 Mg II 2799
09
h
13
m
21.s74 46◦11′11.′′0 22.m10 2.28± 0.02 1.22 −21.9 781 Mg II 2799
09
h
13
m
25.s18 46◦12′15.′′3 21.m50 3.02± 0.01 1.22 −22.2 887 Mg II 2799
09
h
14
m
03.s65 46◦15′49.′′9 19.m94 2.16± 0.01 2.18 −25.2 1 Si IV+O IV] ∼1400, C IV 1549, C III] 1909
09
h
14
m
04.s14 46◦10′44.′′9 21.m05 2.16± 0.01 2.18 −24.3 984 Si IV+O IV] ∼1400, C IV 1549, C III] 1909
09
h
14
m
10.s26 46◦10′49.′′8 20.m23 2.33± 0.01 2.37 −25.1 822 Si IV+O IV] ∼1400, C IV 1549, C III] 1909 (BAL)
09
h
13
m
39.s75 46◦17′00.′′1 22.m56 2.77± 0.02 2.81 −23.2 320 Lyα+N V 1216, C IV 1549, C III] 1909
03
h
02
m
43.s55 00◦05′08.′′5 20.m75 2.51± 0.01 0.90 −22.4 224 Mg II 2799
03
h
02
m
42.s81 00◦07′15.′′8 18.m32 0.02± 0.01 1.03 −25.1 238 Mg II 2799, C III] 1909, C II] 2326, Ne IV 2423
03
h
02
m
22.s08 00◦06′30.′′9 20.m07 3.20± 0.01 3.30 ≈ −26 211 Lyα+N V 1216, C IV 1549 (BAL)
03
h
02
m
33.s17 00◦13′31.′′2 21.m04 1.08± 0.02 1.05 −23.0 9 identified by CFRS
03
h
02
m
23.s07 00◦13′12.′′5 20.m58 2.02± 0.01 2.07 ≈ −25 178 identified by CFRS
uum break at the Lyman-α line is the strongest spectral feature
that can be detected with our filterset. According to the simu-
lations, we should not miss more than 10% of the library-type
quasars with R < 22m (Wolf 1998).
3.3. The preliminary CADIS quasar sample
Table 2 lists all quasars that have been confirmed spectroscopi-
cally by CADIS including two quasars identified by the CFRS
in its 3 h-field. Although, the candidate identification on the
9 h-field and the 3 h-field is incomplete, we report the present
status of our findings. On the CADIS 16 h-field we found seven
quasars brighter than R = 22 and three Seyfert 1 galaxies.
These ten AGN are more or less uniformly spread over the
field. The positions have an accuracy of ±0.′′1 in each coor-
dinate, measured relative to secondary standards derived from
the POSS-II plates and PPM (Ro¨ser & Bastian 1991) stars.
In the 3 h-field, spectra of 271 objects with 17.m5 < IAB <
22.m5 were taken as part of the CFRS (Hammer et al. 1995).
This is roughly equivalent to 17m < I < 22m on a magni-
tude scale, for which Wega defines the zero point. The CFRS
selected less than half of the objects present on the field within
these limits for spectroscopy with the choice purely based on
position. Two quasars at redshifts of 1.05 and 2.07 were found
by the CFRS. The CFRS left more than half of the objects un-
studied, thereby missing a relatively bright quasar (R = 20.m1)
at redshift 3.3 and an 18th magnitude quasar at z = 1.03.
Among our quasar candidates inside the original CFRS field,
we checked only these two so far. Obviously, we took only
spectra of objects not studied by the CFRS already. Also,
our 3 h-field is positionally not precisely overlapping with the
CFRS field.
Since CADIS is a rather deep survey on a relatively small
area compared with other quasar surveys, the objects found by
CADIS have intrinsically faint luminosities. All quasars pre-
sented are less luminous thanMB = −27m. We note, that none
of the quasars presented was detected as a radio source by the
VLA FIRST survey, which has covered these three fields to a
sensitivity limit of 1 mJy at 1.47 GHz (White et al. 1997).
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Fig. 4. This R band finding chart shows the quasars and Seyfert 1 galaxies found in the CADIS 16 h-field. The field measures
10
′ × 10′. North is up and east is to the left. Redshifts are indicated in the image and are mostly above z = 2.2.
3.4. Notes on individual objects
Object 16 h-780 is a broad absorption line (BAL) quasar with
a rather strong Lyman α line (see Fig. 3) and the most distant
object identified in CADIS, up to now.
Object 16 h-540 at redshift 2.80 had in fact already been
identified as a good quasar candidate in a variability study,
where we compared R magnitudes in frames taken at differ-
ent epochs throughout the CADIS observing program.
The Seyfert galaxy 16 h-644 was found by chance among
the galaxies we selected for checking our photometric redshift
estimates. It has stellar shape and was classified as a starburst
galaxy by our algorithm.
The quasar 16 h-429 looks morphologically stellar in some
filters and extended in others, e.g. in the R filter and in the K ′
band. The point source appears to be not precisely centered on
the fuzz. Our classification assigned a significant likelihood to
this object for being a galaxy at z ≈ 1.7. We can not decide
at this point, whether the visible fuzz around this object is a
luminous host galaxy or a foreground object projected onto the
line of sight by chance.
Interesting to note are three pairs of AGNs:
– the quasar pair 16 h-1610/1373 at redshift 2.26 and 2.27
with an angular separation of 195′′, corresponding to a pro-
jected lateral distance of dp = 1.55Mpc for H0 = 50 km
sec−1 Mpc−1 and q0 = 0.5.
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– the quasar pair 9 h-1/984 at redshift 2.18 with an angular
separation of 305′′ (dp = 2.45Mpc).
– the pair of Seyfert 1 galaxies 9 h-781/887 at z = 1.22 being
74
′′ apart (dp = 0.64Mpc).
Object 9 h-104 lies outside of the 100⊓⊔′ field, where data is
available from all filters. Instead, for this object only four bands
taken with CAFOS on its larger field of view were available. In
this border area most objects are unclassifiable due to the lack
of more data, but object 9 h-104 was still classified as a quasar.
4. The observed surface density of quasars
Based on the quasars we have spectroscopically confirmed,
we calculate a cumulative surface density for quasars (MB <
−23m) down to R = 22m. In the 16 h-field we found one ob-
ject at z < 2.2 and six objects at z > 2.2. Since a CADIS field
covers 100⊓⊔′ on the sky, this translates into a surface density
as high as 215± 90 QSO/⊓⊔◦ for R < 22m at z > 2.2 with the
error being based on pure Poisson statistics.
We have not found as many quasars on the other fields, yet,
but there we have not completed our observations. If the re-
maining candidates prove to be quasars at a continuing rate of
success, the high density found on the 16 h-field would not ap-
pear unusual. For the fields 9 h and 16 h combined, we would
get 90 ± 40 QSO/⊓⊔◦ at low redshift (z < 2.2) and 180 ± 55
QSO/⊓⊔◦ at high redshift (z > 2.2). In the following, we com-
pare this result with surface densities found by other authors.
In the literature, a division between low-redshift and high-
redshift quasars is set at z = 2.2, since at this value the Lyman-
α line moves from the U band into B band. At z > 2.2, the
U band probes the depressed quasar spectrum bluewards of
Lyman-α, causing common UV excess searches to fail.
The review article of Hartwick & Schade (1990) presents
cumulative quasar surface densities that have been determined
using input from many authors. Down to B = 22.5 they esti-
mate a population of 130± 30 QSO/⊓⊔◦ at z < 2.2 and 30+24
−12
QSO/⊓⊔◦ at 2.2 < z < 3.3. Due to the supposed strong decline
of the density at z > 3.3, hardly any contribution was expected
from that range. The authors conclude, the surface density for
high-redshift quasars were generally lower by a factor of 4 than
that of low-redshift objects at similar apparent magnitude.
Hawkins & Veron (1995) studied a variability selected sam-
ple and derived surface densities down to B = 21, finding a
value of ≈5 QSO/⊓⊔◦ to this limit at z > 2.2. They suggest to
model surface densities as featureless power-law functions of
B magnitude. Extrapolating their low-redshift results to fainter
B magnitudes is difficult unless Seyfert galaxies are included.
From our z ≈ 2.2-objects, we estimate the faintest z = 2.2-
quasars (MB = −23m) to have B ≈ 22.m7. Therefore, counts
of true quasars at z < 2.2 must saturate towards this magni-
tude level. For the quasars at 2.2 < z < 3.2, we get an esti-
mate of≈20 QSO/⊓⊔◦ by extrapolating the power-law model of
Hawkins & Veron down to B = 22.5.
Hall et al. used data from the Deep Multicolor Survey
(DMS) and took spectra of UVX selected quasar candidates
down to B < 22.6, as well as of BRX and VRX selected ob-
jects with V < 22 and R < 22. This survey covered 0.83 ⊓⊔◦
of sky, about 30 CADIS fields. The DMS authors took spectra
on a subsample of their candidates. Extrapolation of their con-
firmation rate to the full number of identified candidates was
reported to result in ≈105 ± 30 QSO/⊓⊔◦ at low redshift and
15± 4 QSO/⊓⊔◦ at high redshift, z > 2.3 (Hall et al. 1996; Hall
et al. 1996; Kennefick et al. 1997).
At low redshift, z < 2.2, CADIS can not be expected to
shed new light onto quasar counts, since UVX surveys should
already find quasars at a high rate of completeness. We do not
know how much an additional U band in the CADIS filterset
would increase our completeness, but from our Monte-Carlo
simulations, we expect to be reasonably complete already with
the present filterset. Altogether, our low-redshift results are
very consistent with the values reported in the literature.
On the other hand, our first results regarding the density
of high-redshift quasars appear to point at values significantly
higher than those reported from previous observations (see
Tab. 3). They seem to show up with five to ten times higher
abundance than in surveys carried out on any other field of the
sky, where the observed surface density has been reported to be
below one quasar per CADIS field area.
5. Comparison with luminosity functions
We do not know perfectly, yet, how incomplete CADIS might
be. According to our Monte-Carlo simulations we should be
roughly 90% complete at R < 22m. On the other hand, the
six-color DMS, e. g., found a density of only 15 QSO/⊓⊔◦ at
z>2.3 with B < 22.6m and R < 22m. The DMS authors
compared their observations with predictions based on a lumi-
nosity function (double power-law model and apparent falloff
in space density above z = 3.3) derived from a quasar survey
limited to objects of R < 20m (Warren et al. 1994). Extrapo-
lating this luminosity function down to the fainter luminosities
reached in the DMS predicts about 60 QSO/⊓⊔◦ for z > 2.3
(Osmer 1998), implying an incompleteness of about 75% for
the DMS, if the extrapolation is valid. Our own calculation us-
ing their luminosity function predicts 68 QSO/⊓⊔◦ at z > 2.2,
the limit most often used for high-redshift quasars.
If applied to the present CADIS data, color excess rules
similar to those used in the DMS would detect only one out
of the nine z>2.2-quasars found in CADIS. Therefore, we just
assume a completeness of 100% for a first comparison with
the same luminosity function. The density found in CADIS
amounts to roughly 200 QSO/⊓⊔◦, which is still more than three
times the value predicted by the above luminosity function.
Even though we assumed a detection completeness of 100%,
a strong discrepancy remains. Our advantage in survey com-
pleteness can obviously not account for the excess, and out
to z = 3.7, we cannot find any hint for a dramatic decline
in the QSO number density. We have carried out a V/Vmax
test (Schmidt 1968) for the 17 objects with R < 22m. Using
R = 22m as the magnitude that limits the volume for this test,
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Table 3. Cumulative surface densities of quasars as reported in the literature and found in CADIS. The values in the last line are
based on the assumption that three of the four remaining candidates in the 9 h-field were in fact located at z > 2.2 as suggested by
our photometric redshift estimates. The luminosity function by Warren et al. (1994) is used for a predicition under the assumption
of 100% observational completeness.
Authors Year Method Magnitude Redshift QSO/⊓⊔◦
Hartwick & Schade 1990 review B < 22.m5 z > 2.2 30+24
−12
Hawkins & Veron (extrapolation) 1995 variability B < 22.m5 z > 2.2 ≈20
Hall et al. (DMS) 1996 multicolor R < 22m, B < 22.m6 z > 2.3 15± 4
Warren, Hewett, Osmer 1994 luminosity function R < 22m z > 2.2 ≈68
CADIS (16 h-field) 1998 multicolor R < 22m z > 2.2 215± 90
CADIS (16 h+9 h-field+candidates) 1998 multicolor R < 22m z > 2.2 180± 55
we get in fact
〈V/Vmax〉 = 0.51± 0.06 ,
underlining the redshift-independence of the density distribu-
tion in our preliminary quasar list. In comparison, a perfectly
flat distribution of 17 V/Vmax values would result in
〈V/Vmax〉 =
1
2
±
√
1
12n
= 0.500± 0.070 .
6. Discussion
The observations presented here and their comparison with pre-
vious work leave us with only two possible alternative interpre-
tations:
1. Either the abundance of high-redshift quasars has already
been estimated quite accurately, and, according to the lumi-
nosity function used here, a complete search method should
find roughly 70 QSO/⊓⊔◦ at R < 22 and z > 2.2. Then, a
typical CADIS field should contain on average 1.9 quasars
within these limits. In this case, the CADIS 16 h-field is un-
usually rich in high-redshift quasars with six objects. Based
on Poisson statistics only, it can be shown that only 1.3%
of all CADIS-sized fields should contain more than five
quasars of this kind.
2. Or the presented results are a first indication that the lumi-
nosity function by Warren et al. (1994) underestimates the
abundance of high-redshift quasars significantly, while the
counts of quasars at low redshift would remain unaffected
by our studies. As a result, the redshift dependence of the
luminosity function would be much less pronounced then
previously thought. At this point, it is important to keep in
mind that we are reporting about not very luminous quasars
here (−27m < MB < −23m), and results about high-z
quasar evolution could depend on the luminosity range in-
vestigated.
In any case, to our knowledge the CADIS 16 h-field is up
to date the richest observed field of 100⊓⊔′ size in quasars of
R < 22m and z > 2.2. But how could we decide between
those two possibilities?
Fig. 5. This BRI color diagram shows all objects with stellar
morphology (unresolved sources) and R < 23m in the 9 h-
and 16 h-fields. Objects classified as galaxies by the multicolor
algorithm are displayed as grey dots, those classified as stars
appear as black dots, and the first nine high-redshift quasars
(z > 2.2) identified in CADIS are indicated by stars. Many
quasars have stellar broadband colors and could not have been
found in multicolor surveys working without mediumband fil-
ters. The dashed line corresponds to the BRX selection crite-
rion of the DMS. It would identify only the quasar 16 h-780
with z = 3.72 among a number of candidates which are mostly
compact galaxies.
Color-color diagrams have been useful for object classifi-
cation before. But when applied to the identification of quasar
candidates, the typical color excess rules produce a large num-
ber of candidates with strong contamination. Color selection
schemes similar to those used in the DMS would recover only
a small fraction of the quasars found by CADIS. Most ob-
jects found by us would have slipped into the stellar locus in
previous multicolor surveys (see Fig. 5). In the color space of
CADIS, half of the quasars became already conspicuous by dis-
playing an emission line in a mediumband filter with more than
0.2 mag excess. The methodogical advantages of CADIS due
to its candidate selection scheme support the assumption that
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many high-redshift quasars have escaped discovery in previous
studies, while being detectable for CADIS.
On the other hand, if we were not able to confirm a com-
parable number of high-redshift quasars in the other CADIS
fields, but instead detected just the complete number of quasars
predicted by the luminosity function, we would know, that the
16 h-field is among the richest fields of CADIS-typical size in
the sky. The quickest way to clarify the issue is to complete the
follow-up spectroscopy on the 9 h-field and one more CADIS
field where comparable amounts of photometric data are avail-
able for the classification.
Whatever the reason is for finding many high-redshift ob-
jects, such dense quasar fields offer unique chances for studies
of large-scale structure, taking advantage of the fact, that typ-
ical lateral distances of the lines of sight to the quasars range
between 0.5 and 5 Mpc. Another application is a study of the
inverse effect, a powerful tool to estimate the intergalactic radi-
ation field at high redshift, which still needs some observational
verification (Ro¨ser 1995; Crotts & Fang 1998). The presented
results establish that CADIS finds high-redshift quasars with
unprecedented completeness.
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